
Managing Anxiety by 
Framing Uncertainty 

Reconnect
Instructional Leadership for Teacher Practice, Student Learning, & 

School Improvement



What We’ll Cover

In this free webinar, you'll get an action plan for reconnecting your 
instructional leadership, in the midst of a year full of disconnection. 
We'll explore:
• How to "get into classrooms” and stay connected with staff when you can’t visit in 

person (and how to keep your momentum when things change)
• How to bring staff together around professional practice, even if the normal meetings 

and traditions have been disrupted
• How to zero in on student learning, whether students are learning remotely or in-person
• How to get teachers on the same page about key practices, so next school year is your 

strongest ever
• A completely different way of thinking about practice that respects teaching's complexity 

while giving teachers crystal-clear guidance about how to improve



It All Boils Down To This…

In a year of disconnection,
How do we reconnect?



How To Reconnect 
with Teachers
“Getting into classrooms” when you can’t get 
into classrooms



Our Two Biggest Needs

As instructional leaders who want
to help teachers perform at their best
and improve, our two biggest needs are:
1. Relationships
2. Context

(not data)



The Loss of Casual Interaction

Where do you normally have 
informal interactions with staff?



The Loss of Casual Interaction

• Staff lounge
• Hallways
• Classroom visits
• “Got a minute?”
• Arrival/departure
• Passing period/recess
• Mail room

• Photocopier
• Parking lot
• Before/after meetings

Scheduling a Zoom 
meeting just isn’t 

the same.
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When You Can Visit Classrooms

•3 visits/day, 5-10 minutes each
• Every teacher every two weeks
•Be present and pleasant
•Chat briefly afterward
•Ramp up feedback over three cycles
• Share your notes



When You Can’t Get Into 
Classrooms In Person

• Join Zoom?
• Join LMS?
•Watch videos?
•Review lesson plans?
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Why Use The Phone?

•Less formal
•No video
•Less self-conscious
•More honest/authentic



Keep Track to Stay On Track

PrincipalCenter.com/notecards-pdf



Cycles & Agendas for Calls



Shift Gears As Needed

•Visit in person when 
you can
•Make phone calls when 
you can’t



Imagine…

•Knowing what & how teachers are teaching
•Knowing how students are experiencing their 

learning
•Knowing how staff are doing & what they need
•Replacing the lost relational & contextual value 

of informal interactions
•Reconnecting



Can You Do This?

Is connecting with staff on a 
regular basis something you can do?

Download:
PrincipalCenter.com/notecards-pdf



Aligning Around 
Practice
Getting people on the same page 
(without being in the same room)



Getting “On The Same Page”

What does it mean to be on the 
same page with your colleagues?



Getting “On The Same Page”

•Common sense of shared mission:
“We’re all in this together.”
•Common vision for practice:

“This is how we do things.” 
•Common language for practice:

“This is our framework.”



Instructional Frameworks

• An instructional framework is a set of 
shared expectations serving as the basis for 
conversations about professional practice.
• A good framework creates a roadmap for improving 

practice by articulating clear levels of performance in 
specific areas.
• At a minimum, an instructional framework provides 

shared vocabulary for talking about practice.



Make Your Vision Specific

•Buzzword
•Checklist
•Frequency rubric
•True framework



Solo First Draft

•Solo First Draft
•Feedback from a trusted teacher
•Team review & revisions



What To Think Through

In your Solo First Draft framework, identify:
•A problem to solve or opportunity for improvement
•A specific practice
•Key components of that practice
•4 levels of performance



Key Components: High Expectations
(Solo First Draft)

Component Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Standard

Communication

Inclusivity

Rigor

Milestones

Scaffolding



High Expectations Rubric

PrincipalCenter.com/high-expectations-pdf



Imagine…

•Having a detailed, shared vision for a 
specific instructional practice
•Having a clear roadmap for growth for 
teachers at every level
•Having a common vocabulary for talking 
about practice—not just shared 
buzzwords, but shared meaning



Can You Do This?

Is drafting a simple instructional
framework something you can do?

Download:
PrincipalCenter.com/high-expectations-pdf



Zeroing In On 
Student Learning
Whether students are learning 
remotely, in person, or hybrid



How Can We “See” Learning?

In virtual, hybrid, & socially distanced learning, 
student thinking is less visible.



“Virtual” Observations Aren’t A True 
Substitute

Why?
What’s 

different?



Evidence of Student Thinking: 
Discussing Student Work

Collaboratively examining

student work
is one of the most overlooked improvement 

practices in our profession



Types of Student Work To Consider

• Solved practice problems 
(with work shown)
• Drafts of writing assignments
• Explanatory models
• Written explanations
• Exit tickets

Where is most of this work
currently stored? 





Imagine…

•Discussing student work with PLCs
•Using the shared language of your 

instructional framework
• Identifying specific strategies to close 

instructional gaps



Can You Do This?

Is examining student work
with teachers something you can do?

Even if you can’t meet in person?



The Instructional
Leadership Imperative
Now more than ever…



We Have A Choice

• Stay disconnected
• Leave people alone
• Let them figure it out
• Don’t take up their time

• Reconnect
• Get into the work
• Figure out what’s working
• Figure out what’s not



This Is A Year When…

• Everyone feels overwhelmed
•No one feels like they have a spare moment
•Growth feels like “one more thing”

…but professional growth is precisely what will get us 
through our greatest challenges.



Do We Believe Improvement
Matters? 



Improvement By
Subtraction



Improvement By
Subtraction

Strong instructional leaders in
2021 do not push people to do

more.
They lead people in doing 

“less but better.”



The Virtual Instructional
Leadership Challenge 



Let’s Take The Virtual Instructional
Leadership Challenge Together



Virtual Instructional
Leadership Challenge
6 core VILC modules:

1. How Instructional Leaders Drive Improvement
2. Evidence-Driven Instructional Leadership
3. Leading Learning through Professional Conversation
4. Developing Instructional Frameworks
5. Creating Bandwidth for Instructional Leadership
6. Aligning Teacher Practice Organization-Wide

Bonus: Evidence-Driven Artifact Protocols
Bonus: Reducing Anxiety by Framing Uncertainty
Bonus: Preventing Teacher Burnout

Cost: $1495



Imagine…

What if I could take you through the Virtual 
Instructional Leadership Challenge—and 

even watch the videos for you, and give you 
my “director’s commentary”?



Reconnect
A 6-Week PLN Experience



Reconnect PLN

• Feb 4–Mar 11
• Weekly PLN
• Bite-sized content
• Director’s 

Commentary

Cost: $1495

PrincipalCenter.com/pln



Reconnect PLN Popup Group

•6-week cohort, Feb 4–Mar 11
• Live + On-Demand Access
•Pop-up group in our Community
• In-depth instructional leadership PD
•Minimal, flexible time commitment
•Daily encouragement, accountability, Q&A



Reconnect PLN

• Bite-sized content
• Video + Captions
• Director’s 

Commentary
• Transcript
• Discussion
• Q&A



Weekly PLN



Weekly PLN Office Hours

• Support in planning your first three cycles of 
classroom visits/phone calls to teachers
• Support in developing instructional frameworks for 

specific practices
•Pruning back to the essentials—80/20 optimization
•Problem-solving, coaching, & consulting



Reflective Journal



Audio for “AFK” Listening



Preview, Review, & Search



Reconnect PLN

$1495 Virtual Instructional Leadership Challenge
$1495 Reconnect PLN (Feb 4–Mar 11)
---------
$2,990 Value

PrincipalCenter.com/pln



Would it be worth $3K to…

• Reconnect with staff
• Reconnect with student learning
• Help teachers figure out what to stop doing
• Find your most urgent opportunities for improvement
• Prevent a teacher from burning out
• Prevent yourself from burning out
• Help everyone come back stronger

PrincipalCenter.com/pln



Reconnect PLN

•$995 individual
•$1750 team of two
•$2395 school team of 3+
•District: request quote

PrincipalCenter.com/pln



Bonus

Lifetime Membership
$2,256 value



Reconnect PLN

$1495 Virtual Instructional Leadership Challenge
$1495 Reconnect PLN (Feb 4–Mar 11)
$2256 Lifetime ILA Membership
---------
$5,246 Value

PrincipalCenter.com/pln



Bonus

Free Upgrade (Fall 2021)
$1495 value



Reconnect PLN

$1495 Virtual Instructional Leadership Challenge
$1495 Reconnect PLN (Feb 4–Mar 11)
$2256 Lifetime ILA Membership
$1495 Evidence-Driven Leadership Certification (Fall 2021)
---------
$6,741 Value

PrincipalCenter.com/pln



Reconnect PLN

•$995 individual
•$1750 team of two
•$2395 school team of 3+
•District: request quote

PrincipalCenter.com/pln



Guarantee
PrincipalCenter.com/pln



Questions

PrincipalCenter.com/pln


